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Intermolecular interactions determine the properties of gases and liquids, and play a key role in biochemistry. These interac-tions depend on the electronic structure of the interacting mol-
ecules. To describe or predict the electronic structure, physicists 
and chemists in principle need to solve only one equation: the elec-
tronic Schrödinger equation. Yet, solving this equation exactly is 
impossible for molecules, as all electrons interact with each other, 
leading to the notorious electron correlation problem. Synergy 
between experiment and theory has proven essential to develop and 
refine the methods to calculate intermolecular potentials with ever 
higher accuracy.
To numerically solve the electronic Schrödinger equation in the 
best possible approximation, a method technically known as the 
‘coupled-cluster method with the inclusion of single and double 
excitations and perturbative treatment of triples’ (CCSD(T)) has 
emerged as the method of choice. Because this method generally 
yields accurate interaction potentials at a non-exorbitant computa-
tional cost, it is often referred to as the ‘gold standard’1,2. Generally, 
potentials calculated at the CCSD(T) level predict molecular prop-
erties and scattering cross-sections within the experimental uncer-
tainties. It is also used to calibrate and benchmark density functional 
theory (DFT) methods3,4, which are the workhorses of modern 
quantum chemistry and which are able to handle large molecules at 
much lower computational cost.
Experiments that challenge the accuracy of quantum chemistry 
calculations at the CCSD(T) level are extremely scarce, as an excep-
tional level of experimental precision is required to resolve details 
that are not captured by the gold standard. High-resolution spec-
troscopy of molecular clusters is unsurpassed in probing potentials 
near the van der Waals minimum5,6, but is not directly sensitive to 
the well depth because it measures differences between the bound 
levels of the complex. Collision experiments also probe the repulsive 
parts of potentials that determine the shape of molecules, as well as 
the much weaker long-range interactions between molecules. The 
most global and sensitive probes of molecular interaction poten-
tials are the scattering resonances that can occur in low-energy 
collisions. Resonances are sensitive to the repulsive and long-range 
interactions that determine the shape of the potential well, and in 
particular to the depth of this well. As illustrated in Fig. 1, a small 
difference in potential well depth directly results in an observable 
shift of the scattering resonance energy ERes, whereas the spectro-
scopically accessible differences in bound-state energies, Δ E, are 
less strongly affected.
As a consequence, the observation of scattering resonances in 
low-energy collisions has received a great deal of attention in recent 
years, with a focus on probing resonance structures in both the inte-
gral cross-sections (ICSs) and differential cross-sections (DCSs)7–17. 
For atom–molecule systems, theory at the CCSD(T) level is gener-
ally capable of reproducing the experimental observations. For the 
benchmark bimolecular CO–H2 system, resonances observed in 
the inelastic ICS initially required scaling of the CCSD(T) potential 
energy surface18, but excellent agreement with theory was obtained 
after an overlooked experimental calibration error was corrected19. 
Recently, excellent agreement was also obtained with theory at 
the CCSDT(Q) level that is available for this closed-shell system20. 
A theoretical description of electron correlations beyond the 
CCSD(T) level was required to reproduce rate coefficients for 
Penning ionization of H2 molecules by metastable helium atoms at 
energies well below 1 K (ref. 15).
Here, we present high-resolution measurements of both state-
to-state ICSs and DCSs for collisions between NO radicals and 
para-hydrogen molecules (hereafter H2), which challenge the 
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most sophisticated CCSD(T) potentials for a bimolecular system. 
Access to the 10–18 cm−1 collision energy range where scattering 
resonances occur is obtained by slowing down the H2 molecules 
to velocities below the cryogenic limit by mixing them with neon. 
An additional advantage of this so-called anti-seeding method is 
that it enables us to probe partial ICSs for NO–H2 by using the 
scattering intensity of NO–Ne collisions as a reference signal. A 
resonance structure near 14 cm−1 is clearly observed in the ICS 
with a spectroscopic resolution close to 0.2 cm−1, resulting in a 
unique resonance fingerprint in the DCS. At energies near res-
onance, we compared our observations with predictions based 
on two different sets of high-quality potentials. Both sets were 
recently computed for NO–H2 at the CCSD(T) level and employ 
only minor differences in computational recipes. The differences 
in the resonance patterns predicted with the two slightly different 
CCSD(T) potentials are well within what can be resolved in the 
experiments presented here, which may therefore be said to push 
the required accuracy of quantum chemical calculations beyond 
the gold standard.
results and discussion
Inelastic collisions between NO radicals and H2 molecules were 
studied using a crossed-molecular-beam apparatus that combines 
Stark deceleration and velocity map imaging (VMI; Fig. 2). A packet 
of velocity-controlled NO radicals (Χ2Π 1/2, v = 0, j = 1/2, f, referred to 
hereafter as (1/2, f )), with a velocity of 390 m s–1, a velocity spread of 
2.1 m s–1 and an angular spread of 1.5 mrad (all spreads in this man-
uscript refer to widths (1σ) of a fitted Gaussian distribution), was 
produced using a 2.6-m-long Stark decelerator. The labels Χ2Π 1/2, 
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Fig. 1 | illustration of two potentials V (red and blue) as a function 
of internuclear distance R, which differ slightly in well depth. These 
potentials support both bound states (dashed lines) and quasi-bound 
states (dashed-dotted lines), which are found at different energies due 
to the difference in well depth. Spectroscopic experiments mainly probe 
the differences between bound energy levels Δ E, and are mostly sensitive 
to the shape of the well, not its depth. Scattering resonances in collision 
experiments sensitively probe the potential well, including its depth.  
A difference in well depth directly manifests itself in a different energy ERes  
for which a scattering resonance occurs.
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Fig. 2 | experimental overview and ion image data. a, Schematic 
overview of the experimental set-up. b, Newton diagram for the scattering 
experiment, indicating the centre-of-mass (CM) points for NO–H2 and 
NO–Ne collisions. Throughout, images are presented such that the relative 
velocity vector is horizontal and forward scattering (θ =  0°) is on the 
right-hand side of the image. c, Experimental (Exp.) ion image for NO–H2 
and NO–Ne (j =  1/2, f →  j =  3/2, e) inelastic collisions and corresponding 
simulated (Sim.) image for the NO–Ne contribution. A reconstructed 
(Recon.) image is shown for the NO–H2 results after subtracting the 
simulated NO–Ne contribution from the experimental image. A small 
portion of the experimental image at forward scattering is masked due to 
imperfect state selection of the reagent packet of NO. d, Angular scattering 
distribution of the experimental (red) and simulated (blue) NO–Ne images. 
The excellent agreement allowed for subtraction—with high precision—of 
the contribution of Ne-induced scattering intensity from the image.
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v and j indicate the electronic state, the vibrational state and the rota-
tional state of the NO radical, respectively. Each rotational state of 
NO possesses two near-degenerate components, labelled with sym-
metry labels e (lower component) and f (upper component), which 
refer to the total parity of the electronic wavefunction, exclusive of 
rotation. After exiting the Stark decelerator, the NO packet collided 
with a beam of H2 (j = 0) molecules at a crossing angle of 45°.
To reach collision energies with this geometry that are sufficiently 
low to access scattering resonances, H2 velocities below 900 m s–1 are 
required, which are well below the velocities that can be obtained by 
cryogenic cooling of the H2 source. We use a hitherto unexplored 
method to reduce the collision energy for inelastic scattering pro-
cesses, in which heavier Ne atoms are co-expanded with the H2 
beam in a 1:1 ratio. Cryogenic cooling of the gas mixture to variable 
temperatures resulted in beam velocities between 500 and 700 m s–1, 
which are well below the velocities obtainable with a pure H2 expan-
sion. This results in collision energies between 10 and 18 cm−1 for 
NO–H2 collisions and between 68 cm−1 and 115 cm−1 for NO–Ne 
collisions. In this energy range, scattering resonances are predicted 
for NO–H2 inelastic collisions that excite NO radicals from the 
initial j = 1/2, f level to the j = 3/2, e level, for instance. Scattered 
NO radicals were detected state-selectively using resonance-
enhanced multiphoton ionization and imaged using an advanced 
VMI spectrometer.
Both the Ne atoms and H2 molecules scattered with the NO rad-
icals and induced collision signals. However, due to the different 
reduced masses for NO–H2 and NO–Ne, the Newton spheres for the 
two systems have vastly different radii (Fig. 2) and only overlap for 
a small angular window near forward scattering. This is best illus-
trated at relatively high collision energies, as in Fig. 2, which shows 
an experimentally obtained image for inelastic j = 1/2, f → j = 3/2, 
e collisions that was obtained using a valve temperature of 200 K, 
yielding collision energies of 43 cm−1 and 275 cm−1 for NO–H2 and 
NO–Ne, respectively. The circular signatures of the two superim-
posed Newton spheres are readily resolved in the two-dimensional 
VMI images.
For the larger NO–Ne image, the scattering intensity is unper-
turbed by the smaller NO–H2 image, except for near-forward scat-
tered angles that were discarded in the analysis. We simulated the 
individual contribution of Ne to this image with a simulation pro-
gram that uses DCSs from coupled-channels calculations for NO–
Ne and the instrument parameters as input. We retrieved the angular 
scattering distribution from the experimental image, which could 
be compared directly with the distribution resulting from a simu-
lated image. Well-calibrated NO–Ne potentials21 are known with 
high accuracy22, and excellent agreement was obtained between the 
two angular distributions. It is also helpful that no resonances occur 
for NO–Ne scattering in this energy range, so the cross-sections 
depend only weakly on the collision energy. This allowed us to sub-
tract, with high precision, the contribution of Ne-induced scattering 
intensity from the image (Supplementary section ‘Differential cross 
section’), retrieving a reconstructed image for pure NO–H2 colli-
sions, as shown in Fig. 2. For scattering angles near forward scat-
tering the procedure is very critical, and a precise reconstruction of 
the NO–H2 angular scattering distribution was not possible in this 
region. Yet, because the signature of scattering resonances is par-
ticularly visible near backscattered angles (vide infra), the method 
of reducing beam speeds and collision energy presented here is well 
suited to probe these resonances, which would have been inacces-
sible otherwise.
By scanning the valve temperature of the Ne/H2 beam, scatter-
ing images for the j = 1/2, f → j = 3/2, e channel were recorded as a 
function of collision energy in the region from 10 to 18 cm−1. The 
collision energy resolution ranged from 0.2 cm−1 for the lowest col-
lision energies to 0.5 cm−1 for the highest energies. To investigate the 
presence of resonances in this energy region, we first analysed the 
energy dependence of the NO–H2 scattering signal for this inelas-
tic channel. The presence of the larger NO–Ne ring in each raw 
experimental scattering image proved very beneficial for this pur-
pose, as the measured NO–Ne scattering intensities could be used 
to calibrate the different beam intensities of the Ne–H2 mixture as 
the collision energy was varied (Supplementary section ‘Integral 
cross section’). To avoid contamination of the results with NO–Ne 
scattering intensity, we only analysed the reconstructed NO–H2 
images in the backward hemisphere for scattering angles θ between 
90 and 180°. The resulting partial cross-section is particularly sen-
sitive to revealing the presence of resonances, provided that these 
cause significant scattering intensity at backward scattered angles 
(Supplementary section ‘Scattering calculations’).
The experimentally obtained partial ICS (Fig. 3) shows a dis-
tinct rise in scattering probability near 14 cm−1, indicating the 
presence of a resonance. In this figure, the ICS is compared to 
the cross-sections resulting from full coupled-channels scat-
tering calculations based on two high-quality sets of potential 
energy surfaces. A set of two coupled potential energy surfaces 
is required to describe the collision due to the breakdown of 
the Born–Oppenheimer approximation for open-shell com-
plexes, such as NO–H2 (ref. 23). Both sets were computed at the 
CCSD(T) level and predict a resonance near 14 cm−1, but one 
of the potentials24—which we will denote the complete basis set 
(CBS) potential— was based on a CBS extrapolation, while the 
other potential25—which we denote the F12 potential—used the 
explicitly correlated F12a method with a scaled contribution 
from triple excitations (Supplementary section ‘Potential energy 
surfaces’). It turns out that the F12 potential is deeper than the 
CBS potential by nearly 2 cm−1, which causes a 0.7 cm−1 shift of 
the predicted scattering resonances. This is illustrated in Fig.  4, 
which shows the total ICS (0° ≤ θ ≤ 180°) and the partial ICS of the 
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Fig. 3 | Collision energy dependence of the partial iCS for scattering 
angles θ between 90° and 180°. Measured cross-sections (data points 
with error bars) are compared with the cross-sections derived from the 
F12 (red) and CBS (blue) potentials. The resonance position is predicted 
by the potentials at a slightly different collision energy. The experimentally 
determined resonance position agrees best with the F12 potential. Inset: 
Enlargement of the resonance region. Experimental data are presented 
in arbitrary units (a.u.). Theoretical ICSs have been scaled to minimize 
the root-mean-square deviation from experiment. Vertical error bars 
represent the  error induced by the reconstruction method applied on the 
experimental images. Horizontal error bars represent the uncertainty in the 
determination of the mean collision energy. The calculated cross-sections 
were convoluted with the experimental energy resolution.
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backward hemisphere (90° ≤ θ ≤ 180°) predicted by both poten-
tials. It is seen that for both potentials the full and partial ICSs are 
almost identical apart from an overall scaling factor, and that the 
shift of ~0.7 cm−1 remains if only the backward hemisphere of the 
DCS is analysed. This shift can be well resolved experimentally; 
the resonance energy found in the experiment agrees best with the 
F12 potential.
The effect of the resonance structure was investigated further by 
analysing for each scattering image the angular scattering distribu-
tion that probes the DCS of the scattering process. Figure 5 shows 
the reconstructed NO–H2 experimental images for all collision 
energies probed. The images show a marked variation in angular 
distribution as the energy is varied in small steps. In particular, 
a strong enhancement of the intensity near backward scattering is 
observed at energies near the resonance, which is a signature of the 
resonance behaviour that is also found in other systems11,14.
Figure 5 shows the corresponding images predicted by full simu-
lations of the experiment based on either the F12 or the CBS poten-
tial. At energies where no resonance occurs, that is, 16–18 cm−1, both 
potentials yield almost identical DCSs. Also, at the lowest energies 
probed, between 10 and 13 cm−1, only minor differences between 
the F12 and CBS predictions exist. In both regions, the experimen-
tally obtained distributions are, in general, in excellent agreement 
with the simulated distributions, and the experimental results can-
not discriminate between the two potentials. At energies near the 
resonance position around 14 cm−1, however, the two potentials 
predict subtle differences in the images, which were probed experi-
mentally. For each collision energy, the angular distributions that 
resulted from the experiment and the two simulated images are 
shown in Fig. 5. Again, overall, the experimental results are better 
reproduced by the F12 potential than by the CBS potential, consis-
tent with what we found for the partial ICS.
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We investigated the origin of the strong resonance feature near 
14 cm−1 by analysing the composition of the scattering wavefunc-
tions (Supplementary section ‘Partial wave analysis’). For the bet-
ter matching F12 potential, a resonance at 13.9 cm−1 was found that 
originates from a quasi-bound state that mainly consists of the rota-
tionally excited NO (j = 7/2, e)–H2(j = 0) complex with orbital angu-
lar momentum ℓ= 4. Because this state is asymptotically closed at 
this collision energy and mixes with the entrance and exit channels 
only in the region of the van der Waals minimum, we conclude that 
this is a Feshbach resonance.
The better agreement of our experimental results with the F12 
potential does not imply that the CCSD(T) calculations that pro-
duced this potential are of higher quality than those that yielded 
the CBS potential. Benchmarks shown in Supplementary Table  1 
illustrate that the inclusion of an atomic basis larger than the aug-
cc-pVTZ (AVTZ) basis actually used for the F12 potential would 
have caused its minimum to become less deep, so that it nearly 
coincides with the minimum in the CBS potential. The difference of 
nearly 2 cm−1 between the two potentials is comparable to the effect 
of excitations beyond the CCSD(T) level, such as quadruples (Q), 
which improve the description of the attractive dispersion inter-
action. Calculations at the CCSDT(Q) level for systems involving 
open-shell radicals such as NO are very difficult, but on the basis 
of results obtained for CO-H2 (refs 5,6) it may be expected that the 
extension of CCSD(T) with higher excitations would probably also 
deepen the NO–H2 potential well by a similar amount. The deeper 
well in the F12 potential, which caused the resonances from this 
potential to agree better with our experimental data, would then be 
a fortuitous compensation for the fact that we had to restrict our-
selves to potentials computed at the CCSD(T) level.
Conclusion
The experimental investigation of scattering resonances is one of 
the most sensitive probes of potential energy surfaces and of the 
scattering dynamics on these surfaces. After decades of method 
development, the experimental tools available to study scattering 
resonances at sufficiently low collision energies are now matur-
ing. Here, we have presented a hitherto unexplored method to 
reduce the collision energy in a crossed-beam inelastic scattering 
experiment, while exploiting the exquisite experimental resolu-
tions afforded by the combination of Stark deceleration and VMI. 
Measurements of resonance behaviour in inelastic NO–H2 collisions 
made with this method challenge the accuracy of the most sophis-
ticated intermolecular potentials calculated at the gold-standard 
CCSD(T) level. The resonance-assisted collision spectroscopy pre-
sented here opens a new chapter in our quest to accurately describe 
intermolecular interactions.
Methods
A Nijmegen pulsed valve was used to produce a beam of NO molecules that passed 
through a 2.6-m-long Stark decelerator, resulting in a packet of NO molecules in 
the (j = 1/2, f) state with a  mean velocity of 390 m s–1. The packet of NO exiting the 
Stark decelerator had a velocity spread of 2.1 m s–1 and angular spread of 1.5 mrad. 
The packet of molecules crossed under an angle of 45° with a beam consisting of a 
1:1 mixture of para-H2 and Ne, produced by an Even–Lavie valve. Time-of-flight 
profiles were made over multiple days to confirm the stability of the mixture. The 
longitudinal and transversal spreads of the secondary beam were, based on the 
experimental geometry and simulations, 1% and 0.5%, respectively. The valve was 
mounted on a coldhead and the temperature was tuned between 60 and 200 K to 
control the velocity of the secondary beam. The low valve temperatures resulted in 
negligible occupation of the H2 (j = 2) level. The scattered NO molecules were state-
selectively ionized by an ion-recoil free (1+ 1′ ) resonance-enhanced multiphoton 
ionization scheme using two tunable dye lasers that crossed each other under 45° 
and that were directed parallel to the detector plane. The excitation laser made an 
angle of 90° with the NO beam, and its polarization was parallel to the detector 
plane. Both lasers were focused to obtain a small ionization volume. No indications 
were found that polarization or Doppler effects significantly influenced the 
scattering images. The ions were detected using a VMI detector consisting of one 
repeller and three extractor plates.
In the analysis, the contribution of collisions induced by the Ne atoms was 
subtracted from the experimental images by first considering the parts of the 
images to which only NO–Ne collisions can contribute. The contribution of  
NO–Ne collisions superimposed on the NO–H2 image was calculated by 
simulations and subtracted from the experimental image, yielding a reconstructed 
image for NO–H2 collisions. This reconstruction procedure worked well, except 
for forward scattered angles where the NO–Ne and NO–H2 images overlap. In the 
subsequent analysis of cross-sections, this region was discarded.
Data availability. The data that support the findings of this study are available 
from the corresponding author upon reasonable request.
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